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or two decades marketers in a variety of industries have been building expertise in
reaching consumers through the ﬁve senses—learning to deploy cues, such as the
sting from a swig of mouthwash and the scritch-scratch sound of a Sharpie pen, that

can intensify perceptions of brands. The past year has brought a rush of interest in the subject
among academics. New research suggests that we’re about to enter an era in which many
more consumer products companies will take advantage of sense-based marketing.

Much of the new research centers on “embodied cognition”—the idea that without our
conscious awareness, our bodily sensations help determine the decisions we make. For
example, people who had brieﬂy held a warm beverage were more likely than people who had
held a cold one to think that a stranger was friendly; this was demonstrated in an
experiment by Lawrence E. Williams, of the University of Colorado at Boulder, and John A.
Bargh, of Yale. And warm ambient temperatures prompted people to conform to a crowd, a
ﬁnding of researchers led by Xun (Irene) Huang, of Sun Yat-sen University.

Marketing researchers are “starting to realize how powerful the responses to nonconscious
stimuli can be,” says S. Adam Brasel, an associate professor of marketing at Boston College.
Work on embodied cognition has begun “blowing up on the academic side,” he adds. At the
2014 Association for Consumer Research’s North American conference, Brasel heard more
papers on sensory research presented than at any previous conference. That same year the

Journal of Consumer Psychology published a
special issue on embodiment and sensory
perception, with a focus on how sensory
inputs can drive consumer behavior.

Aradhna Krishna directs the Sensory
Marketing Laboratory at the University of
Michigan and is considered the foremost
expert in the ﬁeld. She says that many
companies are just starting to recognize how
strongly the senses aﬀect the deepest parts of
our brains. The author of the 2013 book
Customer Sense: How the 5 Senses Inﬂuence
Buying Behavior, Krishna got into the ﬁeld
because she was fascinated by certain
questions: Why does wine taste better in a
wine glass than in a water glass? Why is an ad
showing a piece of cake more engaging when
the fork is placed to the right of the cake? Why
does the smell of cinnamon make a heating pad seem to work better? Krishna realized that the
senses amplify one another when they are congruent in some way. Because cinnamon
suggests warmth, it can enhance a heating pad’s appeal and apparent eﬀectiveness. Such
inﬂuences are subtle—and that’s exactly why they are so powerful. Consumers don’t perceive
them as marketing messages and therefore don’t react with the usual resistance to ads and
other promotions.

“Taking Sensory Communication to
a Whole New Level”

Thinking about sensory eﬀects is an

Chuck Jones is the chief design and R&D
ofﬁcer at Newell Rubbermaid, a 112-year-old
maker of tools, pens, and other products. He

industries, such as food, cosmetics, and

established practice in some consumer
hospitality. For example, Hershey’s has long
been aware that the tactile pleasure people get

spoke with HBR about the company’s new
emphasis on sensory marketing and design.
Edited excerpts follow.

from unwrapping the foil around a Kiss
transforms an ordinary piece of chocolate into
a special experience. But many companies are
taking their thinking much further. Consider
this campaign by Dunkin’ Donuts in South
Korea: When a company jingle played on
municipal buses, an atomizer released a coﬀee
aroma. The campaign increased visits to
Dunkin’ Donuts outlets near bus stops by 16%
and sales at those outlets by 29%. Another
example is Olay Regenerist thermal facial
products, which are engineered to generate
heat upon application (although heat isn’t
necessary to their functioning) to signal that
they are working.
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Why is Newell Rubbermaid investing in
sensory inputs?

Automakers have paid close attention to the
senses for years: Designers work hard to
optimize the feel of knobs, the solid noise of a
door shutting, and the distinctive new-car

The ﬁeld is evolving quickly, and our corporate
growth game plan, which focuses broadly on
design, positions us to take advantage of the
latest research. Last year we opened a design
center next to Western Michigan University
and staffed it with physiologists and also
experts in perception. Someone familiar only
with our past efforts would be stunned. And
we’ve expanded our deﬁnition of human
sciences research.

smell. Recently they have turned to advanced

How so?

companies remain focused solely on visual

technologies. For instance, in its 2014 M5
model, BMW mikes and amps the engine
sounds through the car speakers, even when
the audio system is turned oﬀ. The idea is to
enhance the car’s sporty feel.

Still, in wide swaths of consumer industries,
attributes and give little thought to other
sensory eﬀects. Product developers and

Conventional marketing research looks at
opinions. We also study unconscious
behaviors and human cognitive and physical
processing to extract principles that we can
apply to Sharpie pens or high-performance
pliers, for example.

marketers need to change that, Krishna says.
Bank executives should make sure that branch
oﬃces exude the reassuring, wealthsuggesting aromas of wood and leather.
Manufacturers of products with embedded

Pliers?

motors should think about those products’
sounds—are they tinny whines or solid, low-

We’re putting a lot of energy into the heft,
feel, and ergonomics of cutting pliers for
skilled trades. There’s a similar effort in
packaging.

pitched hums? Luxury clothing manufacturers
doing business online should consider what
message is conveyed when goods are shipped
in bubble wrap versus high-quality crinkly

Why packaging?
Many of our ﬁne writing instruments are given
as gifts, so there’s a ritual quality to opening
the package. We pay close attention to the
“hand,” or feel, of the material; the resistance
it presents (more is better, within limits); the
sounds it makes; and the way the package
opens, as a series of disclosures—an unveiling
of the product, if you will. Our thinking about
packaging takes sensory communication to a
whole new level.

paper.

For managers looking to learn about sensory
stimuli, the new academic work reveals
striking instances of senses’ aﬀecting attitude,
mood, and even memory more profoundly
than words ever could. An experiment Krishna
conducted with May O. Lwin, of Singapore’s
Nanyang Technological University, and
Maureen Morrin, then of Rutgers University, is
just one example. The three found that
imbuing pencils with the unusual scent of tea

tree oil dramatically increased research subjects’ ability to remember the pencils’ brand and
other details. Whereas those given unscented pencils experienced a 73% decline in the
information they could recall two weeks later, subjects given tea-tree-scented pencils
experienced a decline of only 8%.

“In the past, communications with customers were essentially monologues—companies just
talked at consumers,” Krishna says. “Then they evolved into dialogues, with customers
providing feedback. Now they’re becoming multidimensional conversations, with products

ﬁnding their own voices and consumers responding viscerally and subconsciously to them.”

Such conversations, she emphasizes, should be at the center of product innovation and
marketing for many brands. Every consumer company should be thinking about design in a
holistic way, using the senses to help create and intensify brand personalities that consumers
will cherish and remember.
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Completely agree. The senses are the "front doors" to our neural pathways.
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